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Abstract
The Flora family resides in the densely populated inner main belt, bounded in
semimajor axis by the ν6 secular resonance and the Jupiter 3:1 mean motion
resonance. The presence of several large families that overlap dynamically
with the Floras (e.g., the Vesta, Baptistina, and Nysa-Polana families), and
the removal of a significant fraction of Floras via the nearby ν6 resonance
complicates the Flora family’s distinction in both proper orbital elements
and reflectance properties. Here we use orbital information from the Aster-
oids Dynamic Site (AstDyS), color information from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS), and albedo information from the Wide-field Infrared Sur-
vey Explorer (WISE) to obtain the median orbital and reflectance properties
of the Floras by sampling the core of the family in multidimensional phase
space. We find the median Flora SDSS colors to be a∗ = 0.126 ± 0.007 and
i − z = −0.037 ± 0.007; the median Flora albedo is pV = 0.291 ± 0.012.
These properties allow us to define ranges for the Flora family in orbital and
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reflectance properties, as required for a detailed dynamical study. We use the
young Karin family, for which we have an age determined via direct back-
ward integration of members’ orbits, to calibrate the Yarkovsky drift rates for
the Flora family without having to estimate the Floras’ material properties.
The size-dependent dispersion of the Flora members in semimajor axis (the
“V” plot) then yields an age for the family of 910+160−120 My, with the uncer-
tainty dominated by the uncertainty in the material properties of the family
members (e.g., density and surface thermal properties). We discuss the ef-
fects on our age estimate of two independent processes that both introduce
obliquity variations among the family members on short (My) timescales: 1)
the capture of Flora members in spin-orbit resonance, and 2) YORP-driven
obliquity variation through YORP cycles. Accounting for these effects does
not significantly change this age determination.
Key words: Asteroids, Asteroid dynamics, Resonances: spin-orbit,
Collisional evolution, Non-gravitational perturbations
1. Introduction
The inner zone of the asteroid main belt is dominated by the large and
diffuse Flora family (Figure 1). The first published mention of the Flora
family [Hirayama, 1919] raised the difficulty of establishing the extent of
the family. Since that early work, the possible single collision origin of the
family [Carusi and Massaro, 1978, Cellino et al., 1991, Zappala et al., 1994,
Nesvorny´ et al., 2002] has been questioned in favor of a multi-collisional origin
[Brouwer, 1951, Tedesco, 1979, Zappala et al., 1990], with the uncertainty in
the origin models largely derived from the uncertainty in family membership.
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Figure 1: Subplots a, b, and c show the number density of a zoomed-in subset of the 116,840 objects
in Zone 1 (defined as the region for which 2.1 AU < a < 2.5 AU, 0 < e < 0.35, 0 < sin i < 0.3) with
an uncertainty parameter of two or less, according to the Minor Planet Center. We computed synthetic
proper elements for these objects using the Orbit9 integration software from AstDyS. Subplots d, e, and f
show the approximate outlines of the large groups typically identified in this orbital space (Flora = black,
Vesta = green, Nysa-Polana = blue, Baptistina = red, Massalia = cyan), and the location of the ν6 secular
resonance (black) and the Jupiter 3:1 mean motion resonance (blue).
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Membership determination is complicated by the dynamical overlap of several
neighboring families, both large and small, with the Flora family (Figure 1).
The nearby strong ν6 secular resonance has dramatically shaped the Flora
family’s orbital distribution over its lifetime. Asteroid 8 Flora, the presumed
largest remnant of the family’s parent body, lies on the extreme inner edge of
the family (at a, e, sin i of 2.20, 0.146, 0.098), with a current osculating peri-
helion distance of 1.858 AU, bringing it moderately close to Mars (aphelion
distance 1.666 AU). If the location of 8 Flora is assumed to be near the semi-
major axis location of the breakup of its parent body, it is plausible that the
Flora family has lost most of its retrograde-spinning objects through drift via
the Yarkovsky effect into the ν6 resonance [Vokrouhlicky´ and Farinella, 2000,
Bottke et al., 2001]. The objects that remain, at higher semimajor axes, are
primarily prograde rotators [Haegert and Molnar, 2009, Hanusˇ et al., 2013,
discussed in Section 4.3 of this work], and form half of the characteristic
“V” signature in plots of semimajor axis vs. size (Figure 2), consistent with
the Yarkovsky effect acting to disperse the prograde remnants of a single
large-scale collision.
The proximity of the Flora family to the ν6 resonance also amplifies its
role as a source region for the population of Mars-crossing and near-Earth
objects (NEOs) as well as for Earth impactors in the past and future [Scholl
and Froeschle, 1991, Morbidelli and Vokrouhlicky´, 2003, Vernazza et al.,
2008]. Determination of the family’s characteristics, in particular, age and
reflectance properties, will aid efforts to link the family with meteorite classes
and constrain models for space weathering and the dynamical evolution of
the asteroid belt.
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Figure 2: a) Absolute magnitude and semimajor axis information for all 116,840 Zone 1 objects. The
rightmost half of the Flora family’s “V” signature is visible as a slight ridge branching toward higher a
and H from Flora’s location at a ∼ 2.2 AU, H ∼ 6.5. b) Density curves (area under each curve is unity)
for different absolute magnitude ranges in Zone 1. The Yarkovsky signature among the Flora members (a
from about 2.15 to 2.3 AU) manifests itself as a slow shifting of smaller objects toward higher semimajor
axes. The largest objects (H from 1-12 mag) peak near 2.23 AU, objects with H from 12-13 mag peak
near 2.25 AU, objects with H from 13-14 mag peak near 2.27 AU, and objects with H from 14-15 mag
peak near 2.29 AU. The peaks visible near 2.4 AU are associated with the Nysa-Polana complex.
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These efforts are greatly assisted by recent additions to the existing obser-
vational data sets. New information includes the ongoing discovery and orbit
characterization of small bodies via the Minor Planet Center Orbit Database
(MPCORB1) and the Asteroids Dynamic Site (AstDyS2); measurement of
five-band colors via the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Moving Object Catalog
[SDSSMOC3, Ivezic et al., 2002]; and determination of visual albedos via the
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer [WISE/NEOWISE4, Wright et al., 2010,
Mainzer et al., 2011]. These data sets provide an unprecedented opportunity
to constrain the collisional and dynamical history of the asteroid belt, using
the multidimensional parameter space in which families of collisional origin
tend to cluster [Parker et al., 2008, Carruba et al., 2013, Masiero et al., 2013]:
not only dynamical parameters such as semimajor axis (a), eccentricity (e),
and inclination (i), but also reflectance properties such as absolute magni-
tude (H), visual albedo (pV ), and SDSS color parameters, especially the a
∗
and i− z colors defined below.
This study focuses on the inner main belt objects for which 2.1 < a < 2.5,
0 < e < 0.35, and 0 < sin i < 0.3 (hereafter “Zone 1”). Using the Orbit9 soft-
ware available from AstDyS, we computed current synthetic proper elements
for all of the objects within this zone that had reliable orbit determinations
(uncertainty parameters of two or less, according to the Minor Planet Cen-
ter’s orbital uncertainty measurements). The proper elements are based on
integrations of two million years for each object. Of those objects, we used
1http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/MPCORB.html
2http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/
3http://www.astro.washington.edu/users/ivezic/sdssmoc/
4http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/wise.html
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only those that had reliable proper elements (approximately 10% of the origi-
nal catalog had less reliable proper elements due to resonant encounters with
the planets). This yielded orbital proper element information for 116,840
objects within Zone 1.
The SDSSMOC provides reflectances of moving objects in five bands: u,
g, r, i, and z, with effective wavelengths of 3540, 4770, 6222, 7632, and
9049 A˚ and widths of 599, 1379, 1382, 1535 1370 A˚ respectively [Fukugita
et al., 1996]. The differences among families are most distinct in the linear
combinations of i− z and a∗, where a∗ was defined by Ivezic´ et al. [2001] as
a∗ ≡ 0.89(g − r) + 0.45(r − i)− 0.57. (1)
For the objects in the SDSS moving objects catalog that were observed more
than once, we combined their observations in order to improve the uncer-
tainties on individual measurements. We also revised uncertainty estimates
based on a self-consistency check among the objects that had repeat obser-
vations, and rejected those with uncertainties greater than 0.1 magnitudes.
The number of objects from our catalog of 116,840 in Zone 1 that have SDSS
colors that meet this criterion is 25,351.
The WISE/NEOWISE data provide diameter measurements for over 100,000
asteroids [Masiero et al., 2011], enabling the computation of their visual albe-
dos via the relation [e.g., Fowler and Chillemi, 1992]
D =
1329√
pV
10−H/5, (2)
where H is the absolute magnitude. We obtained diameter measurements
from WISE/NEOWISE, and combined these with the absolute magnitude
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data available from the Minor Planet Center to obtain the visual albedos of
the objects observed by WISE/NEOWISE in Zone 1, rejecting those with
albedo uncertainties greater than 0.1. The number of objects from our cata-
log of 116,840 in Zone 1 that have WISE albedos that meet this criterion is
15,504.
Both colors and albedos are known for a subset of 4696 Zone 1 aster-
oids observed by both SDSS and WISE. As shown in Figure 3, they cluster
into distinct groupings that correspond to standard spectral classifications.
These groupings also correlate roughly with the families identified from the
orbital element distribution in Figure 1, and these correlations are indicated
by the labels in Figure 3(d,e,f). In principle, the correlations can provide the
means to identify members of a family despite dynamical overlap with other
families and background objects. Such additional identification can allow
improved study of the dynamical distribution of the family, yielding refined
understanding of the nature of the initial family-forming event and the pro-
cesses of subsequent orbital evolution. While the requirement of both orbital
and reflectance information significantly restricts the catalogs to the subset
of those objects with both orbital and reflectance data, this restriction is not
particularly injurious to the Flora family, due to its large numbers, and the
combination of the datasets provides tremendous payoff in the disentangling
of the overlapping families in Zone 1.
The association of the dynamical families in Zone 1 with particular spec-
tral parameters has historically been rather blurry, due to the uncertainty
of family membership for objects with overlapping dynamical parameters
[Bendjoya et al., 1993, Bendjoya and Zappala`, 2002]. This uncertainty has
8
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Figure 3: a, b, & c: Color distributions in three-dimensional space (a∗, i − z, pV) for the 4696 Zone
1 objects observed by both SDSS and WISE. d, e, & f: Families and spectral types associated with the
clusters in (a,b,c): Floras (S-types) are outlined in black, Vestas (V-types) are outlined in green, Polanas
(C-types) are outlined in blue, and Baptistinas (unclassified spectral type) are outlined in red. Two
clusters located near e and sin i of (0.187, 0.040) and (0.170, 0.042), historically associated with the Nysa
clan and here determined to be related to objects 2751 Campbell and 135 Hertha respectively, overlap the
Flora family in all three color-albedo dimensions.
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called into question the distinct spectral and dynamical properties of smaller
families, such as the Baptistina family, which are dynamically buried within
the Flora family. For example, in the recent past, Flora-like reflectance char-
acteristics have been assigned to the Baptistina family [e.g., Reddy et al.,
2011], or the Baptistina family lumped together with the core of the Flora
family [referred to as the “Belgica” family by Carruba et al., 2013]. In addi-
tion to the Baptistina family, the Flora family overlaps with the large Vesta
and Nysa-Polana populations, the three small families associated with 163
Erigone, 302 Clarissa, 752 Sulamitis, and additional smaller families (see
Table 2 in Section 5 for a complete list of overlapping families).
In this work, we set forward a procedure for family identification in which
we minimize the effects of confusion by first focusing on the “cores” of families
in both orbital and reflectance properties, where the fraction of interlopers
from other families and background objects is assumed to be relatively small.
Sampling the core in orbital proper elements enables us to identify the range
of reflectance properties of a family; sampling the core of this range in re-
flectance properties enables us to identify the range of orbital elements of the
family more precisely, and so on. This iterative procedure results in the def-
inition of both the medians and ranges of orbital and reflectance properties
of families, even in the cases of significant overlap. While the incomplete-
ness of our catalogs precludes our obtaining complete family membership,
which is necessary for extraction of collision information via the family’s
size-frequency distribution, the definition of the family’s ranges in multidi-
mensional space yields a sample of family members with a very low fraction
of interlopers, ideal for further probes of the family’s mineralogy and age.
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In this paper, we apply the above techniques to the Flora family, demon-
strating that the Flora family has well-defined ranges in both orbital proper
elements and reflectance properties that distinguish it from nearby and over-
lapping families, and identifying the family as the product of a single collision
dispersed by the Yarkovsky effect. In Section 2, we use the iterative proce-
dure described above to determine the median and range of the family’s
orbital and reflectance properties. This refined identification yields a more
complete representation of the dynamical dispersion of the family, which
allows us to correlate dispersion with asteroid size, placing constraints on
orbital evolution due to the Yarkovsky effect over the time since the original
family-forming impact event. From these constraints, we estimate the age of
the Flora family via observations of the Yarkovsky spreading in semimajor
axis (Section 3). Finally, in Section 4 we discuss the family’s age and its
remaining uncertainties, as well as implications for the spin distribution and
mineralogy of the family members.
2. Flora Median Orbital and Reflectance Properties
In this section, we define the median orbital and reflectance properties of
the Flora family objects, and their ranges in color, albedo and proper ele-
ments. To obtain these definitions, we employ the following iterative proce-
dure: we select objects from near the approximate center in orbital elements
of the family and obtain from these the approximate reflectance properties of
the family, then select objects from the center in reflectance space to obtain a
refined estimate of the location of the dynamical center, etc. The end result
of this analysis yields characteristic orbital and reflectance properties (i.e.,
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the median values of e, sin i, a∗, i − z, pV, and C(a), defined in Equation
3 below) for the Flora family, as well as ranges in orbital and reflectance
parameters which describe the boundaries of the family. We also estimate
the fraction of interlopers within the phase space we find to be occupied by
the Floras. As the fraction is small, the phase space boundaries are objective
and well constrained. The results of our analysis are given in Table 1, and
an example of the steps of the iterative procedure are laid out in this section
as follows:
1. Locate the approximate center in e and sin i (Section 2.1).
2. Select a sample of objects dynamically near that center (Section 2.2).
3. Determine the reflectance properties of that sample; infer from these
the approximate reflectance properties of the family (Section 2.3).
4. Select a sample of Zone 1 objects with reflectance properties close to
those found in Section 2.3, with no restrictions in e and sin i (Section
2.4).
5. Find the median orbital properties of the above sample, use these me-
dians as a refined dynamical center (Section 2.5).
6. Find the median reflectance properties of a sample of objects near the
refined dynamical center (Section 2.6).
7. Define the ranges of the family in orbital and reflectance properties
(Section 2.7).
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The following seven subsections describe the steps of this process in detail.
To aid in the analysis required by this approach, we developed a power-
ful analysis tool, which we call ClusterAnalysis, for use in identifying family
members from background objects on the basis of selections in multidimen-
sional parameter space. More details of the ClusterAnalysis tool will be
described in a follow-up paper (Molnar et al. in prep).
We note that the family spans the entire range of semimajor axes in Zone
1, and a concentrated core is not evident (nor physically meaningful, due
to Yarkovsky dispersion) in that dimension alone. However, as is shown in
Figure 2, the range of the family in semimajor axis is defined by the “V”
envelope that represents the limit of size-dependent semimajor axis drift due
to the Yarkovsky effect on the Flora family members [Molnar and Haegert,
2008, Haegert and Molnar, 2009]. Objects whose semimajor axes place them
beyond this envelope can be assumed to be unrelated to the family. The
boundary of this envelope is given by the limiting distance in semimajor axis
∆a from the assumed parent object 8 Flora [from Vokrouhlicky´ et al., 2006a]:
∆a = C · 10H/5. (3)
The C parameter thus enables us to define a “center” in semimajor axis
around which the family clusters, and to define ranges in C(a) that describe
the outer bounds of the family. In the analysis that follows, we use the
C parameter as one of our dynamical parameters, as it allows us to set
dynamically plausible limits on the family’s semimajor axis range.
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2.1. Locate the approximate center in e and sin i
We begin our analysis with all of the 116,840 objects in Zone 1. By visual
inspection (e.g., of Figure 1), the center of the Flora family in eccentricity
and inclination lies near e, sin i of (0.125, 0.080). This first approximation is
subjective, but it is refined in later steps.
2.2. Select objects near the center
Next we determine the approximate reflectance properties of the family by
sampling objects near this center, where contamination should be minimal.
We select the 1009 objects with 0.120 < e < 0.130, 0.075 < sin i < 0.085.
The ranges here are chosen to avoid clear contamination from the Vesta,
Baptistina and Nysa-Polana families.
In order to minimize interlopers further, we exclude from our sample any
objects whose magnitude H and semimajor axis a places it outside −0.2
mAU < C < 0.2 mAU. This removes 22 more objects, and the remaining
987 comprise our initial sample of objects that are “Flora-like” on the basis
of their orbital properties.
2.3. Determine the approximate reflectance properties
Next we determine the median reflectance properties of the objects in this
sample. Of the 987, we have both color (SDSS) and albedo (WISE) data for
37 of them, plotted in red in Figure 4. For comparison with the distribution
in Figure 3c, these points are plotted over a background (in black) of all
4696 objects from Zone 1 with color and albedo data. In Figure 4, we easily
observe the two distinct groups (conventionally referred to as “S” and “C”
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types) among the background objects. The objects in our Flora sample (in
red) contain a large majority that are consistent with S spectral type.
The distributions plotted in red in Figure 4 have median values of a∗,
i− z, and pV of 0.12, −0.03, and 0.28, respectively. These values constitute
our first approximation of the median reflectance properties of the Floras (to
be refined in the next section).
2.4. Select objects with Flora-like reflectance properties
Having identified median reflectance properties of objects near the dy-
namical center of the Flora family, we now select from Zone 1 all objects
that have Flora-like reflectance properties (i.e., all of the objects near the
median reflectance properties found in the previous section). Specifically, we
select from the subset of 4696 objects observed by both SDSS and WISE those
which have 0.05 < a∗ < 0.19, −0.15 < i − z < 0.09, and 0.20 < pV < 0.40.
This section of parameter space is centered on the median reflectance prop-
erties of the Flora sample found in Section 2.3, with widths chosen to avoid
contamination from the Vesta, Baptistina and Nysa-Polana families (note
that the range in pV is centered in log10 pV). This subset contains 1152 ob-
jects. The e, sin i distribution of these objects is shown in red in Figure
5. The distribution shows a background of diffuse objects throughout the
space, upon which is centered a large cluster of Flora objects. In addition,
the distribution shows clear contamination from additional families located
near e = 0.17 and sin i = 0.05 (discussed in the next section).
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Figure 4: Colors of the 37 objects observed by both SDSS and WISE among the 987
objects in the sample taken from the dynamical core (after selections in e, sin i, and C).
Background objects (black) are the 4696 Zone 1 objects observed by both SDSS and WISE.
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Figure 5: Distribution in e and sin i of objects with similar reflectance properties to the
Flora family (0.05 < a∗ < 0.19, −0.15 < i − z < 0.09, 0.20 < pV < 0.40). Due to
the evident contamination from the Campbell and Hertha families near e and sin i of
(0.187, 0.040) and (0.170, 0.042) respectively, we must add additional restrictions in a and
C.
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2.5. Determine the center in e and sin(i)
Next we use the distributions of objects with Flora-like reflectance proper-
ties to identify the Flora family’s center in e and sin i more precisely than the
initial estimate obtained in Section 2.1. A problem is presented by the irreg-
ular shape of the distribution in Figure 5: the selections on the basis of color
and albedo alone do not completely remove contamination from two nearby
clusters of objects, centered at (e, sin i) of (0.187, 0.040) and (0.170, 0.042).
We find these clusters to be associated with asteroids 2751 Campbell and 135
Hertha, respectively; they have historically been assigned membership with
the complicated “Nysa-Polana” complex. They are interlopers in the Flora
clan, and skew the distribution of the family in e and sin i.
In order to eliminate these clusters, as in Section 2.2 we remove objects
whose size and semimajor axis place them outside the family’s Yarkovsky
drift envelope. In addition, we eliminate objects with a > 2.35 AU, in order
to avoid significant contamination by Campbell and Hertha interlopers at
higher semimajor axes. (This necessarily removes some Flora family members
as well, but minimizes the interlopers in the sample, enabling us to obtain
a distribution in e and sin i that is more representative of the Flora family.)
Figure 6 shows these limits in a, which reduce the number of objects under
consideration to 678.
The resulting sample in e and sin i is shown in Figure 7. Comparison with
Figure 5 shows that the restrictions in semimajor axis largely eliminate the
interlopers from the two clusters, reducing the population to a fairly symmet-
rical distribution. This symmetry allows us to refine the Flora family’s center
in e and sin i. The median e of the objects in this sample is 0.130 ± 0.002,
18
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Figure 6: Distribution in a and H of objects with similar reflectance properties to the
Flora family (0.05 < a∗ < 0.19, −0.15 < i− z < 0.09, 0.20 < pV < 0.40). We restrict our
sample to those objects within 2.1 AU < a < 2.35 AU and −0.2 mAU < C < 0.2 mAU
(blue line designates C = 0.2 mAU).
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Figure 7: As in Figure 5, here we show the distribution in e and sin i of objects with
similar reflectance properties to the Flora family (0.050 < a∗ < 0.190, −0.150 < i − z <
0.090, 0.195 < pV < 0.395). In addition, here we have restricted our sample to those
objects within 2.1 AU < a < 2.35 AU and −0.2 mAU < C < 0.2 mAU. This extra
restriction removes the contamination from the Campbell and Hertha families near e, sin i
of (0.187, 0.040) and (0.170, 0.042) without biasing the distribution in e and sin i. The clear
absence of these two families also demonstrates the importance of the selections made on
a and C for removing interlopers from the family.
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and the median sin i is 0.080 ± 0.002. (The uncertainties on the population
medians were calculated according to the method described in Appendix A.)
For comparison, recall from Section 2.1 that the original approximation of
the center in e and sin i was (0.125, 0.080). The slight correction is enough to
have justified the effort, but is small enough to show that further iterations
would be unlikely to yield significant improvement.
2.6. Determine Flora characteristic reflectance properties
We next determine the median reflectance properties of the family by
sampling the region near the refined center in e and sin i. In order to assess
the sensitivity of the measured reflectance properties to the exact choice
of center in e and sin i, we systematically explored the properties across
a grid of possible “centers” within the range of uncertainty in e and sin i:
0.128 < e < 0.132 and 0.078 < sin i < 0.082 (see Appendix B for further
details of this procedure). The values reported in Table 1 represent the
median of all of the medians measured at each center within the grid, with
the range of all possible values given as the uncertainty.
As with the median orbital elements derived in Section 2.5, the results
for the reflectance properties reported here show slight differences from the
original approximation in Section 2.3, enough to justify the effort, yet small
enough that further iterations are not needed.
We take the median values reported in Table 1 to be the characteristic
orbital and reflectance properties of the Flora family, which allow us to dis-
tinguish it from overlapping families. In the next section we define ranges
in orbital elements and reflectance properties within which the Flora family
resides, to allow us to probe the mineralogy and age of the family in the later
21
sections.
Parameter median median unc. range literature sample range
a(AU) 2.1 to 2.5
e 0.130 0.128 to 0.132 0.133 0.065 to 0.19
sin i 0.080 0.078 to 0.082 0.084 0.025 to 0.13
C(mAU) -0.2 to 0.2
a∗ 0.126 0.120 to 0.133 0.13 0.055 to 0.22
i− z -0.037 -0.040 to -0.030 -0.05 -0.14 to 0.090
pV 0.291 0.279 to 0.299 0.288 ± 0.088 0.17 to 0.40
Table 1: Flora family median orbital and reflectance properties, this work compared with
published literature values. Due to the signatures of the Yarkovsky spreading and removal
via the ν6 resonance, a median value for a is not physically meaningful, and is not reported;
however, both a and C provide useful metrics for selection of family members from the
background in Section 2.7. Published values for the family’s characteristic e, sin i, a∗ and
i− z are from Parker et al. [2008]; the value for the family’s albedo is from Masiero et al.
[2013]. In addition, Brozˇ et al. [2013] measured an albedo of 0.304 for the Floras. In the
last column are the ranges that describe the distribution of the Flora family in orbital and
reflectance properties (Section 2.7).
2.7. Define ranges of Flora sample
The hierarchical clustering method [HCM, e.g., Nesvorny´, 2012] for fam-
ily identification is based on a threshold distance in orbital element space of
neighboring asteroids. However, a high fraction of interlopers due to over-
lapping families can connect unrelated regions of phase space for standard
threshold values (e.g., assigning all asteroids within Zone 1 Flora family
membership), while use of more conservative thresholds may fail to show
the full extent of the physical family (e.g., identifying only the core of the
22
Flora family as a dynamical family). Here we use additional dimensions to
reduce the incidence of interlopers and focus instead on defining the ranges of
the Flora family in proper orbital elements and reflectance properties. These
well-defined ranges allow us to study the Yarkovsky dispersion, spin distribu-
tion, and spectra/mineralogy of the family more carefully, our primary goal.
The incompleteness of the color and albedo catalogs upon which we rely in
this work necessarily prohibits us from studying the unbiased size frequency
distribution of the family, at least in the present work.
In order to determine the range of the family in a particular orbital or
reflectance parameter, we look at the distribution of family members in that
parameter. For each parameter, in order to ensure that the distribution is
that of the family (and not the background or neighboring families), we select
only the objects that are near the medians in all of the other parameters (and
thus are expected to be mostly family members).
In practice, the process of determining the ranges is also an iterative one;
each selection in one dimension increases the relative density of Floras in all
of the other dimensions, allowing us to better define the ranges of the family
in those other dimensions, which in turn allow us to better define the range
for the original selection, etc. The strength of this iterative process is demon-
strated in Figure 8. Each histogram shows the distribution of members from
within the ranges of the Flora family against the distribution of all objects
in Zone 1, as well as the ranges of our selection in that dimension. The re-
strictions in the other dimensions noticeably tighten the Flora distribution in
each dimension. The ranges reported in the last column of Table 1 represent
the final step of the iteration for this family.
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Figure 8: Distributions of Flora-like objects (dark shading) against all 4696 background objects in Zone
1. Blue lines indicate the ranges selected in each dimension (see Table 1). For each parameter plotted,
the dark shaded portions represent samples of all of the “Flora-like” objects that fall within the ranges in
all other parameters, with the ranges specified in Table 1. For the C parameter, a lower limit cannot be
defined due to the removal of the retrograde-spinning fragments of the family via the nu6 resonance; we
have chosen a lower limit that would contain even those absent objects. Additionally, for the C subplot
no selection has been made in semimajor axis in order to show an unbiased distribution.
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The 691 objects that have orbital and reflectance properties within these
ranges (list and characteristics of these objects provided in online material,
for now located in a CSV file at http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/∼dykhuis/Flora-
691.csv) represent a high-purity sample of Floras, which can serve as a high-
priority target list for spectroscopic surveys attempting to probe the miner-
alogic properties of the Flora family.
We note that the distribution of the family does not uniformly fill these
ranges; i.e., the ranges might be better described by gaussians of a given
width rather than simple boundaries in each dimension [e.g., Parker et al.,
2008, see also discussion in Appendix A]. However, the multidimensional
space used reduces the background sufficiently that each histogram in Figure
8 shows a clear enhancement over background beginning at the parameter
boundaries we select. That is to say, the distribution of Floras and of the
background are distinctive enough that our description of the edges of the
Flora dynamical zone are unambiguous. Future modeling of these results can
be tested against both the observed extent of phase space and the variation
of density with position in phase space. In the next section, we obtain a
conservative estimate of the contamination due to interlopers in the sample.
2.8. Estimate interlopers in the sample
The above procedure yields a sample of objects that minimizes the frac-
tion of non-Floras. Estimating that fraction is challenging because the Flora
family spans nearly the entire inner main belt, a region with a background
density that is far from uniform. Our method of defining the family’s range
in multidimensional space, however, enables us to separate the Flora family
from most of this background contamination. Here we obtain a conservative
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Figure 9: Estimation of contamination from interlopers in our Flora sample. The red
objects are the 691 that meet the criteria in Table 1; they define our Flora sample. The
84 blue objects lie within a nearby box of equal volume just outside the Flora sample
range; we take these to be representative of our background density. We realize that
dynamical dispersion in e and sin i will place an unknown number of Flora family members
in this phase space, however, the density of objects in the blue region allows us to place
a conservative upper limit on the density of interlopers in the Flora sample. We estimate
from this that the Flora sample contains an upper limit of 84 interlopers, or 12% of the
sample.
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upper limit on the percentage of expected interlopers in our sample by in-
spection of the distribution in e and sin i (Figure 9); objects located outside
0.065 < e < 0.19 and 0.025 < sin i < 0.13 are less likely to be family mem-
bers and provide an estimate of the number density of the background in the
Flora region. We realize that objects with orbits beyond these ranges could
be Flora members that have been dispersed into their current orbits via in-
teractions with small resonances with Mars [as described in Nesvorny´ et al.,
2002]; however, the density distribution of objects beyond the sample range
can provide a conservative upper limit on the expected density of interlopers
in the sample.
The Flora sample contains 691 objects; a sample from the region just
beyond the family with the same volume in phase space contains 84 objects.
We thus estimate that our Flora sample could contain up to 84 interlopers,
or 12% of the sample.
As a further note that the Flora family benefits tremendously from the
addition of reflectance information from the SDSS and WISE catalogs, we
compute the interlopers in a sample of objects that is only defined by the
dynamical ranges in Table 1. There are 1844 objects with color and albedo
information within those dynamical ranges. Of those 1844 objects, 1074 or
58% have SDSS colors that identify them as interlopers within the family. Of
the same 1844 objects, 792 or 43% have WISE albedos that identify them as
interlopers. The color and albedo information is thus shown to be essential
in separating the Flora family from the background families.
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3. Age Determination: Yarkovsky Drift in Semimajor Axis
Having identified the ranges of the Flora family in orbital and reflectance
properties, we next evaluate the age of the family as determined by observa-
tions of the size-dependent Yarkovsky drift in semimajor axis.
The plot of absolute magnitude vs. semimajor axis for this refined pop-
ulation shows half of the characteristic “V” shape that results from the
Yarkovsky spreading around the original collision (Figure 10). The distri-
bution in C parameter, calculated for each member of the population via
Equation 3, is shown in Figure 11. The median value of C for the prograde
Floras is 0.088± 0.002 mAU, and the value of C that best defines the outer
edge of the family is C = 0.164 mAU. (If we fit a gaussian to the right side
of the Flora peak in Figure 11, this represents the 1σ value for C, the upper
value of the range which would contain 68% of the family. This agrees with
a cursory visual inspection of the distribution in Figure 10, and thus we take
C = 0.164 mAU to be a reasonable outer limit for the family.)
It is possible to extract the age of the family from the C parameter
distribution via the relation (Molnar et al. in prep):
t =
1329 · C · aP2
cY
√
pV(1− pV) cos  (4)
where t is the time (in My) since the collision, aP is the semimajor axis of the
parent body (in AU), in this case 8 Flora,  is the obliquity, and C is given
in AU. The coefficient cY is a complex function of the asteroid’s material
properties: thermal conductivity, specific heat, and material density [for a
discussion of the dependence of the Yarkovsky drift on these parameters, see,
e.g., Bottke et al., 2006].
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Figure 10: Flora a-H distribution. Black objects are all 4696 Zone 1 objects observed
by SDSS and WISE. Overplotted red objects are those that are likely Floras based on
selections in a∗, i− z and pV, and also e and sin i; selection ranges are specified in Table
1. The ranges in e and sin i have been tightened slightly, to 0.055 < e < 0.16 and
0.05 < sin i < 0.13, in order to avoid contamination from the Campbell and Hertha
families. The red objects have, on average, lower H values because H depends on albedo;
in a-D space, the red and black populations have no vertical offset. The blue line represents
the median C value for the family, C = 0.088 mAU; the cyan line represents the outer
edge of the family at C = 0.164 mAU.
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Figure 11: Flora C parameter distribution. Objects plotted are those that are likely Floras
within selected ranges in a∗, i − z and pV, and also e and sin i; ranges are specified in
Table 1. The ranges in e and sin i have been tightened slightly, to 0.055 < e < 0.16
and 0.05 < sin i < 0.13, in order to avoid contamination from the Campbell and Hertha
families. The median C parameter value is 0.088 ± 0.002 mAU, and the 1σ value for C
is C = 0.164 mAU (fitting a gaussian to the right side of the distribution, this is the
upper value of the range which would contain 68% of the family). Using Equation 4, we
calculate the age of the family to be 910+160−120 My, using the cY value determined for the
S-type Karin family. The error is dominated by the uncertainty in cY .
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These material properties are unknown and difficult to estimate from first
principles [Cellino et al., 2009], and thus introduce considerable uncertainty
into the value of cY appropriate to the Flora family. Here we instead assume
that the cY value for the Flora family is the same as that of another S-type
family, the Karin family, for which we have a collisional age determined from
direct backward integration of the members’ orbital elements [e.g., Nesvorny´
and Bottke, 2004]. This 5.8-My-old family exhibits a Yarkovsky spreading
consistent with a cY parameter in the range of 0.0026 AU
3km/My < cY <
0.0035 AU3km/My (Molnar et al. in prep). This corresponds to a maximum
Yarkovsky drift rate in the range of 2.9-3.9 x 10−4 AU/My (44-59 m/yr) for
a 1-km object with an albedo of 0.3 at a = 2.5 AU, which is consistent with
typical drift rates measured for near-Earth objects [20-70 x 10−4 AU/My,
Nugent et al., 2012], when adjusted for semimajor axis offset. We adopt the
range of cY found for the Karin family in our calculation of the age of the
Flora family.
The obliquity dependence of the Yarkovsky drift (Equation 4) introduces
an important factor in the age determination. Assuming that the highest
values of C in the population correspond to prograde objects with spin axes
perpendicular to their orbital plane (cos  = 1), calculation of the age via
Equation 4 is straightforward. Taking the outer edge of the family to be C =
0.164 mAU, the average albedo pV to be 0.291, the diameter D(H, 〈pV〉 =
0.291) as given in Equation 2, the semimajor axis to be aF = 2.201, and the
value for cY to be 0.00305 AU
3km/My, we find an age for the Flora family
as determined by the drift observed in Figure 10 of 910+160−120 My. The error
in this estimate is dominated by the uncertainty in cY .
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However, any small asteroid is likely to have had its obliquity mod-
ified over the lifetime of the family, for example by non-destructive im-
pact events or radiative torques such as the Yarkovsky-O’Keefe-Radzievskii-
Paddack (YORP) effect [e.g., Bottke et al., 2006, and references therein]. In
addition, spin-orbit resonances are also known to affect the obliquity distribu-
tions of asteroids, including for example the resonant obliquity state known
to affect the asteroid 951 Gaspra (whose orbital and albedo parameters are
consistent with Flora membership, but is not included in our selection be-
cause its SDSS color parameters are unknown). Rubincam et al. [2002] find
that 951 Gaspra’s spin precession rate and orbital precession rate are nearly
commensurate, forcing large variations in the asteroid’s obliquity over short
(My) timescales, and they speculate that the YORP effect drove 951 Gaspra
into this spin-orbit resonance. In a later work, Vokrouhlicky´ et al. [2006b]
studied the evolution of five asteroids (including Gaspra) spaced throughout
the main belt, and confirmed that overlapping spin-orbit resonances can force
large obliquity variations.
If a significant fraction of the Flora family members in our sample have
been affected by spin-orbit resonances, the median value of C = 0.088 mAU
(cf. Figure 11) would be more representative of the drift than the maximum
value C = 0.164 mAU. Since the timescales for obliquity variation are much,
much shorter than the likely age of the family, the relevant obliquity would
be the time average obliquity of the family members (cos  = 0.5). Using
these values in Equation 4 yields nearly the same age as above, because the
change in age resulting from using the median value of C (rather than the
extreme) is largely canceled by the simultaneous use of the lower value of
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cos . Because of the actual processes affecting obliquity histories remain
a subject of much debate in the field (see discussion in Section 4 below),
we adopt for now the result based on maximum C and constant obliquity:
910+160−120 My. Future study of the distribution of the family as a function of
both H and C may help to resolve the debate.
4. Discussion
Our approach to identifying Flora family members has refined under-
standing of the median orbital and reflectance properties of the family, as
well as the family’s ranges in the parameter space (Table 1). The determi-
nation of these ranges provides an opportunity for improved modeling and
interpretation of dynamical evolution. The addition of color and albedo
information gives us a tremendous advantage in disentangling the overlap-
ping families in the inner main belt; therefore we find it essential to include
this information in our analysis of the Flora family, although we recognize
the incompleteness of those catalogs leads to incompleteness in our samples.
However, since the Flora family is numerous, we are still able to explore
the full range of dynamical phase space which it occupies, which enables
us to extract physical information about the family. (While our analysis is
a first step toward obtaining the size-frequency distribution of the family,
the incompleteness of our sample does prevent us from drawing conclusions
about the size-frequency distribution at this time, see Section 5 for further
discussion on this.)
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4.1. Discussion of Flora Family Age
The age of the Flora family derived here (790-1070 My) is consistent
with some previous estimates, and somewhat older than others. Nesvorny´
et al. [2002] found ages from consideration of the family’s dispersion in e and
sin i under the influence of small resonances with Mars: dispersion in e gave
an age of 900 My, dispersion in sin i yielded an age of 500 My. Given the
approximations involved in their method, they considered these two numbers
to be roughly in agreement, and concluded the age is likely < 1 Gy. In a later
work [Nesvorny´ et al., 2007], they connected the 500-My age with a major
impact event around 470 Mya evident among the L chondrite meteorites;
however, our age result rules out this connection. Hanusˇ et al. [2013] obtained
an age of 1000 ± 500 My via comparison between observed and simulated
distributions of family member obliquities correlated with proper semimajor
axis, a result consistent with ours, but with much wider uncertainty.
Crater populations on 951 Gaspra have produced a wide range of esti-
mates for the age of its surface: from 50 My [Greenberg et al., 1994]; 65-100
My [O’Brien et al., 2006]; 200 My [Chapman, 1996]; and 1600-3000 My
[Marchi et al.]. However, the surface age is not necessarily the same as the
age of the asteroid itself; only the latter solution is inconsistent with our
results. Note also that surface age estimates depend on assumptions about
the impact flux of very small bodies.
The largest sources of uncertainty in our age estimate come from 1) the
definition of the outer edge of the family in a-H space, specified by the
C parameter in Equation 4, 2) the dynamical model used to approximate
family member obliquities (possibly influenced by spin-orbit resonances and
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YORP), and 3) the assumption of similar material properties — and thus cY
— between the Flora and Karin families (especially densities).
In fact it is possible that there are differences in material properties be-
tween Flora and Karin family members. Figure 12 shows the colors and
albedos of the Flora and Karin populations. The differences in a∗ between
the two families can partly be accounted for by space weathering, which has
introduced systematic changes in a∗ among four subfamilies of the Koronis
family, one of which is Karin (see Figure 13, after Molnar [2011]). However
the differences in a∗ color and pV do suggest some additional differences at
least in surface properties. These differences could result in changes in the
Yarkovsky parameter cY .
Differences in bulk densities between the two families would certainly
affect the cY parameter. Unfortunately, due to the paucity of density data,
there are very few density measurements for the members in our Flora or
Karin samples. In a recent review by Carry [2012], the S-type asteroids as
a group are stated to have average densities of 2.7 g/cm3, while individual
asteroids 8 Flora and 42 Ariadne are stated to have densities of 6.50 ±
1.28 and 8.99 ± 2.57 g/cm3 respectively. These values seem significantly
higher than the average for S-type objects, and are in disagreement with the
density obtained for 8 Flora by Konopliv et al. [2011] (1.84 g/cm3). Another
object, 1089 Tama (which falls within our Flora sample ranges in orbital
elements, but lacks color and albedo information) has a density of 2.52 ±
0.29 g/cm3 [Carry, 2012]. Additionally, density information will soon be
available for binary asteroid 939 Isberga (which falls within our Flora sample
ranges in orbital elements and albedo, but lacks SDSS color information).
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Figure 12: Comparison of Flora family (light shading) and Karin family (dark shading)
reflectance properties. The young Karin family has median reflectance properties of a∗ =
0.023 ± 0.013, i − z = −0.052 ± 0.015, and pV = 0.206 ± 0.018. We expect the median
a∗ color to shift slightly toward higher values with age due to space weathering processes;
e.g., the 2-By-old Koronis family shows an average a∗ color of 0.09, much higher than that
of the Karin family. The Flora family has a median value of a∗ (0.126 ± 0.007) that is
higher than that expected for a family of similar age among the Koronis families, even
with the effects of space weathering taken into account (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13: From Molnar [2011]; space weathering trend in a∗ color visible among four sub-
families of the 2-By-old Koronis family, associated with 832 Karin (5.8 My), 462 Eriphyla
(220 My), 321 Florentina (290 My), and a small cratering event on 158 Koronis itself (15
My). The a∗ color increases slightly from 0.023 to 0.09 in about two billion years among
the S-type objects of this family. Similar plots for i− z and pV show no clear trends.
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Detailed volume information exists for asteroid 951 Gaspra; however, the
Galileo spacecraft did not fly close enough to Gaspra to obtain a reliable
mass/density estimate.
For the Karin family densities, we turn to the larger Koronis family within
which the Karins are a subfamily. The two Koronis family asteroids with
density data are 243 Ida and 720 Bohlinia; their densities are 2.35 ± 0.29 and
2.74 ± 0.56 g/cm3, respectively [Carry, 2012]. These values are consistent
with S-type densities, and are not inconsistent with the Flora densities, given
the large uncertainties. Additional density data will be needed to better
constrain our assumption of similar cY values between these two families.
The comparison between the Karin and Flora families is also only techni-
cally valid for objects with 11 mag < H < 17.5 mag (1 km < D <4 km), the
size range of the objects in the Karin family. This could, in principle, affect
our a-H analysis of the Flora family age; however, a repeat of the analysis
in Section 3 for all objects in the Flora family with 11 mag < H < 17.5
mag only affects the age estimate slightly, well within the uncertainty of our
solution.
Lastly, the age determination depends in part on assumptions about the
obliquities of the Flora family asteroids, the latter of which are influenced
by the YORP effect. The YORP torques can cause a rapid increase in an
asteroid’s spin rate until material is shed from the equator [Walsh et al.,
2008], or a rapid decrease in spin rate until a “tumbling,” or non-principal
axis rotation, state is reached [Vokrouhlicky´ and Cˇapek, 2002, Bottke et al.,
2006]. Small changes in topography and surface geometry can affect the
strength of these YORP torques, possibly turning the process of moving to
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the end-states into a random walk [Nesvorny´ and Vokrouhlicky´, 2008, Statler,
2009, Cotto-Figueroa et al., 2013]. The effects of this “variable YORP”
[Bottke et al., 2013], as well as a quantification of the tendency of family
members to become caught in spin-orbit resonances, will be the topic of our
future work; however, preliminary analysis (discussed at the end of Section 3)
suggests that both spin-orbit and variable YORP effects will not significantly
affect the age. Our detailed study of the current spin states of the objects
within our Flora sample follows in Section 4.3.
4.2. Spectra of Flora Family Objects
The dynamical overlaps and complexity of the Flora region has led to the
miscategorization of background family members and miscellaneous objects
as Floras, and vice versa, confusing the question of Flora member taxon-
omy and underlying mineralogy. Nesvorny´ et al. [2005] proposed that the
Flora family itself could be taxonomically mixed. Our analysis in Section 2
demonstrates that the Floras do have a characteristic range of SDSS color
and WISE albedo that sets them apart from the surrounding families, and
that the shape of their distribution in orbital element space is consistent
with a single collisional family. Taxonomic inhomogeneities, which would
manifest themselves as two or more families with similar orbits but different
reflectance properties, are not seen.
Spectral data are available from the SMASS online database5 for 19 ob-
jects from our sample (with fewer than four of these objects expected to be
interlopers, Section 2.8). Spectra are available in the literature for an ad-
5smass.mit.edu, accessed March 3, 2014
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Figure 14: Spectra of 19 objects from our Flora core group. The blue lines are 5 objects
that were observed by SMASS I [Xu et al., 1995], and the red lines are spectra of 14
objects that were observed by SMASS II [Bus and Binzel, 2002]. The bold lines are
running means for the two sets. The differences in slope near 0.8 microns are due to
systematic differences between the two surveys. The Flora objects show the characteristic
features typical of S-type objects.
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ditional 12 objects, but are not formatted for easy comparison here. The
spectra of the 19 (specifically objects numbered 8, 819, 1798, 2019, 2119,
2410, 2467, 3121, 3181, 3658, 3677, 3841, 3972, 4001, 4025, 4287, 4640, 4650,
and 5008) are plotted in Figure 14. When the systematic difference between
surveys are accounted for, the spectra look very similar, and all show the
characteristic features typical of S-type objects.
Due to the correlation of spectra with SDSS color, the similarity of these
spectra is to be expected. Thus the similarity of these spectra does not in
itself require a homogeneous underlying mineralogy of the Flora collisional
family; rather, the homogeneity of the family is demonstrated in the homo-
geneity of the SDSS colors and WISE albedos in the dynamical core of the
family. The spectra, however, do provide a more detailed probe into the
mineralogy of some of the objects in the Flora sample.
4.3. Spin Distribution of Flora Family Objects
The spin axis distribution of the objects in our sample of Flora family
members can in theory differentiate between dynamical models for the fam-
ily’s evolution. The obliquity distribution for the 41 objects in our sample
of Floras which have obliquities reported in the DAMIT database6 is shown
in Figure 15. We confirm an abundance of prograde rotators present in the
high-semimajor axis wing of the family in a-H space, consistent with model
predictions of the Yarkovsky drift and with earlier studies by Haegert and
Molnar [2009], Kryszczyn´ska [2013] and Hanusˇ et al. [2013]. The distribu-
tion of obliquities among the asteroids in our sample does not show clear
6http://astro.troja.mff.cuni.cz/projects/asteroids3D/, accessed February 19, 2014
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Figure 15: Distribution of Flora family member obliquities. The abundance of prograde
rotators near a = 2.23 AU, H = 12 magnitudes is consistent with the Yarkovsky effect
dispersing the remnants of the original collision that formed the Flora family.
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evidence of the capture of the Flora family members into “Slivan states”
[Figure 16 Slivan et al., 2003, Vokrouhlicky´ et al., 2003, Kryszczyn´ska, 2013].
The particular Slivan state spin-orbit resonance is not expected to occur in
this region of the proper element space.
While Slivan states are not observed or expected, a significant fraction
of the Floras could be caught in the same sort of spin-orbit resonance as
the one that drives the obliquity variation of 951 Gaspra (see Section 3).
The observational signature of this resonance would be a cluster of both
the prograde and retrograde objects around the semimajor axis values that
correspond to the amount of drift expected for the time-average value of
obliquity (the median C parameter). If the members of the Flora family
are indeed affected by this spin-orbit resonance, we would expect to see the
objects near the median C parameter (about C = 0.088 mAU among the
larger sample of Floras, slightly higher than that in this smaller group) to
have a wide range of obliquity values. If there were no ongoing change in
obliquity, we would expect a strong correlation between obliquity and C.
Figure 17 shows no such correlation; rather, we observe a cluster of objects
between 0.1 mAU < C < 0.15 mAU and 30 deg < β < 80 deg. This range
of obliquity values is slightly tighter than the range of 10 deg < β < 80
deg found for 951 Gaspra in the spin-orbit simulations done by Vokrouhlicky´
et al. [2006b]. We conclude, therefore, that the Flora family shows a mild
signature of spin-orbit resonance capture among its prograde members, but
that more data are needed to make a strong claim in either direction.
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Figure 16: Distribution of Flora obliquities and rotation rates for the 41 objects in our
Flora sample with spin information reported in the DAMIT database (cf. Kryszczyn´ska
[2013] Figure 2). Colors represent the extent of drift in semimajor axis from the family
center, the C parameter; blue objects are those that have drifted to higher semimajor
axes. We find no evidence of Slivan states among the Flora family asteroids.
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Figure 17: Distribution of Flora sample obliquities for different C parameters. If the
members of the Flora family are affected by spin-orbit resonance, we would expect to see
the objects near the median C parameter display a wide range of obliquity values. We
see here a cluster of objects between 0.1 mAU < C < 0.15 mAU and 30 deg < β < 80
deg. With the data available, we conclude that the Flora family shows a mild signature
of spin-orbit resonance capture among its prograde members.
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5. Conclusion
Current efforts in the literature to assign family membership in the in-
ner main belt use algorithms such as the HCM to identify clusters from the
background in multidimensional phase space [Nesvorny´, 2012, Carruba et al.,
2013, Milani et al., 2013]. These algorithms succeed in identifying clusters,
but fall short of investigating the ranges of families in the phase space. Our
approach uses the full multidimensional parameter space to reduce interlop-
ers to a negligible fraction and hence allow the identification of trustworthy
boundaries for the family. These boundaries contain important physical in-
formation about the family, information which is lost if the family is split in
pieces or combined with unrelated families.
Milani et al. [2013] explicitly note that their automated approach to fam-
ily identification does not eliminate the need for additional non-automated
investigations; our work thus compliments the automated methods in pro-
viding an in-depth analysis of a particular family which defies investigation
via the automated approach. For example, the automated algorithms of Car-
ruba et al. [2013] and Milani et al. [2013] were both unable to identify the
Flora family as a collisional or dynamical grouping, instead labeling the core
of the larger, dispersed Flora family as the “1052 Belgica family” and the
“1338 Duponta family”, respectively. The signature of the Floras in a-H
space rules out these objects as parents of the collisional family.
While the ranges of the Flora family reported here are inclusive, the
sample of objects reported is not the complete family membership. This
distinction is important, because the extraction of collisional information
from the size-frequency distribution (SFD) of a sample of family members
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assumes that the distribution of the sample is an accurate representation of
the underlying distribution of the family. Our definition of the ranges of
the Flora family in orbital and reflectance properties is a necessary first step
toward obtaining the family’s SFD, but it is not sufficient: in order to obtain
the full SFD we would need to have full reflectance information for all of the
objects within the Flora ranges in orbital proper elements, to obtain a fully
inclusive sample. Our sample necessarily discards objects that are likely to be
Floras based on dynamical considerations, but for whom reflectance data are
not available. It must also be noted that family identification methods that
neglect reflectance information such as color and albedo can be expected to
produce family lists for the Flora family that contain at least 50% interlopers,
which likely alter the observed SFD from the true Flora SFD.
5.1. Our Method: Key Points
Our method also uses the following key techniques to characterize the
Flora family:
• We use an iterative procedure to identify the characteristic properties of
the family by focusing in on the “core” of the family in multidimensional
space. This allows us to largely eliminate confusion from overlapping
families in our assessment of the characteristic properties of the Floras.
• We make use of reflectance information alongside orbital information,
limiting the number of objects in our dataset to those for which both
orbital and reflectance data exist. This step is necessary for the dy-
namically crowded Flora region, and not so injurious to the Floras due
to the size of the family.
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• We use the signature of the family in a-H space as an additional tool to
identify family members. This technique is not used to its full potential
in the literature to date, and has led some to mistakenly separate single-
collision families into two dynamical groups composed of the prograde
and retrograde “wings” of the V plots.
• We establish the full range of dynamical space occupied by the Flora
family, which can then be interpreted physically to obtain the age of
the family, via observations of the dispersion in semimajor axis due to
Yarkovsky spreading.
• We obtain a calibration for the Yarkovsky drift among the Floras via
comparison with another S-type family, Karin. This assumes the close
correspondence of Flora and Karin material properties, but enables the
derivation of the Flora collisional age without physical assumptions
about the members’ material properties themselves, which are poorly
constrained.
5.2. Future Work
Our definition of the ranges of the Flora family in orbital and reflectance
properties provides an excellent opportunity to test the various models of
asteroid spin evolution predicted by the models of YORP and spin-orbit res-
onance capture. Future efforts will model the C distributions produced under
various YORP and spin-orbit resonance capture scenarios, to understand the
physical implications of the distribution on the family’s evolution.
The Floras’ properties are distinct from those of other overlapping or
embedded asteroid families as shown in Table 2, based on preliminary eval-
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uations of the properties of those other families. One aspect of our future
work will refine the results in this table, obtaining reliable identification of
members of the various families packed into this region. With that informa-
tion, the ages of the families and their collisional and dynamical histories can
eventually be derived.
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Family name H a e sin i C envelope a∗ i− z pV
27 Euterpe 7.0 2.347 0.190 0.015 0.10 0.12 −0.06 0.27
20 Massalia 6.5 2.410 0.163 0.025 0.30 0.07 −0.045 0.24
317 Roxane 10.0 2.287 0.036 0.031 0.06 −0.035 0.00
495 Eulalia 10.8 2.487 0.110 0.040 0.12 −0.13 −0.01 0.057
495 Eulalia 10.8 2.487 0.147 0.047 0.10 −0.12 −0.018 0.056
2751 Campbell 12.8 2.410 0.186 0.040 0.05 0.12 −0.03 0.29
135 Hertha 8.2 2.427 0.170 0.044 0.05 0.13 −0.035 0.28
135 Hertha 8.2 2.427 0.175 0.045 0.01 −0.075 0.045 0.18
302 Clarissa 10.9 2.410 0.106 0.058 0.01 −0.13 −0.03 0.047
142 Polana 10.3 2.418 0.155 0.059 0.32 −0.12 0.02 0.058
554 Peraga 9.0 2.375 0.175 0.060 0.08
8 Flora 6.5 2.201 0.130 0.080 0.164 0.126 −0.037 0.291
79 Eurynome 8.0 2.444 0.174 0.084 0.04 0.16 −0.04 0.28
163 Erigone 12.5 2.369 0.206 0.087 0.02 −0.09 0.05 0.05
752 Sulamitis 10.2 2.463 0.090 0.088 0.03 −0.07 0.07 0.051
298 Baptistina 11.2 2.264 0.143 0.097 0.03 −0.026 0.017 0.15
63 Ausonia 7.6 2.395 0.110 0.110 0.14 0.11 −0.25 0.30
67 Asia 8.3 2.421 0.150 0.114 0.03 0.085 −0.13 0.22
4 Vesta 3.2 2.362 0.094 0.115 0.09 0.12 −0.25 0.36
757 Portlandia 10.2 2.373 0.105 0.136 0.20 −0.035 0.04 0.18
Table 2: Orbital and reflectance properties of neighboring families that overlap the Flora
family (those with sin i < 0.15, ordered here by increasing sin i), results of a preliminary
analysis using the method outlined in Section 2 above. The H and a values are for the
parent objects. The C envelope, a∗ and i− z colors, and pV albedo are defined in the text
(equations 3, 1 and 2). Reflectance properties are not reported for those families whose
membership is too small to obtain reliable estimates.
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A. Appendix A: Calculation of Confidence Interval for the Popu-
lation Median
We use the following procedure from standard statistics texts [e.g., Conover,
1980] to calculate a confidence interval for the population median M based
on a sample of objects from that population. The following assumes that the
sample selected is representative of the underlying population, and that the
number of objects in the sample is large (N > ∼ 25). Let the ordered data
be denoted by y1, y2, ..., yN . A (1-α) confidence interval for M is given by the
formula:
(ML,MU) = (yCα+1, yN−Cα), (5)
where Cα is the appropriate quantile from the binomial distribution, but
since N is always large in the cases where we apply this formula, a normal
approximation is appropriate:
Cα =
N
2
− zα
√
N
2
. (6)
The value of zα (1, 2, 3, ...) determines the confidence level (68%, 95%,
99%) for the interval. For our estimate of 1σ error bars, we set zα = 1, and
expect that the true population median will be within the cited confidence
interval 68% of the time.
The assumption that the sample is representative of the population is
only valid in cases where the method of selecting the sample does not bias the
variable for which the median is determined. In general, this should be the
case, as we are careful to make selections of objects only on the basis of their
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characteristics in all other parameters except the one under consideration.
The nature of the original collision is likely such that some of the parameters
are correlated (i.e., the family’s distribution in proper element space exhibits
the standard triaxial ellipsoid characteristic of collisional ejecta). This would
imply that selections in one dimension (such as eccentricity) would affect the
true underlying population’s distribution in another dimension (such as incli-
nation); however, we expect the selections to leave unaffected the symmetry
of the distribution, thereby not biasing the median. The effect of the selec-
tions on the confidence interval in this case would be to tighten the interval
slightly; thus we would expect the true interval to be slightly wider than the
values obtained via the above method.
B. Appendix B: Uniformity of Reflectance Properties near the
Center in e and sin i
Here we explore the uniformity of the reflectance properties near the
dynamical core of the Flora family, to assess the sensitivity of our charac-
teristic reflectance properties to the uncertainty in the dynamical center in e
and sin i and use this sensitivity to define a reasonable range of uncertainty
on the characteristic reflectance properties.
We consider the uniformity of the reflectance properties within a region
defined by the uncertainty on the center: 0.128 < e < 0.132, 0.078 < sin i <
0.082. Within this region, we evaluate the median reflectance properties at
each point within a 20 x 20 grid of “pixels,” or new center locations, mapped
onto the region (400 pixels in all); that is to say, at each pixel we find the
median a∗, i− z and pV of all of the objects in a box centered on that pixel.
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The size of the box is a free parameter which we choose to be large enough to
contain a minimum of about 30 objects (to avoid issues with the statistical
analysis) and small enough to avoid significant contamination from nearby
families. The box size that best met these criteria was ± 0.007 in both e and
sin i (i.e., a box of dimensions 0.014 x 0.014 in e and sin i); however, boxes
with sizes within the range of ± 0.004 and ± 0.01 did not change the median
reflectance properties beyond the uncertainties.
The uniformity of the reflectance properties in the center region for a box
size of ± 0.007 is plotted in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Uniformity of the three reflectance parameters in the center region. To create the plot, we
placed a 20x20 grid over the region defined by the uncertainty on the center in e and sin i, and for each
“pixel” in this grid, we computed the median of all of the objects within a box with range ± 0.007 in
both e and sin i around that pixel. For each reflectance parameter, we report the medians of all of the
pixels as the characteristic value for the family, and the range of all of the pixels as the uncertainty on
that characteristic value.
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